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The critical volume for the onset of plastic strain relaxation in SiGe islands on Si(001) is computed for
different Ge contents and realistic shapes by using a three-dimensional model, with position-dependent
dislocation energy. It turns out that the critical bases for dome- and barnlike islands are different for any
composition. By comparison to extensive atomic force microscopy measurements of the footprints left on
the Si substrates by islands grown at different temperatures (and compositions), we conclude that, in
contrast with planar films, dislocation nucleation in 3D islands is fully thermodynamic.
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Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) of Ge on Si(001) at
common (500–800 �C) temperatures proceeds in a
Stranski-Krastanow fashion [1]: after the formation of a
thin pseudomorphic wetting layer (WL), coherent three-
dimensional islands appear on the substrate. As the Ge
deposition increases, islands change from shallow (prepyr-
amids and pyramids) to steeper (domes and barns) mor-
phologies [2– 4], according to a larger strain relaxation and
to a reduction in surface to volume ratio. By plotting the
aspect ratio r (i.e., the height to base ratio) with the volume
of the islands grown at 700 �C [5] a rapid increase occurs,
particularly for domes and barns, the former being charac-
terized by 0:18 � r � 0:23, the latter at 0:23 � r � 0:35.
At the same time, the deposited Ge partially mixes with Si
from the substrate, mainly via surface diffusion, leading to
islands having a Ge fraction decreasing with increasing
growth temperatures, both in chemical vapor deposition [6]
and MBE growth [5,7]. Such an alloying is driven by the
entropy of mixing [8] and by the elastic strain reduction,
also competing with the plastic strain relaxation by dis-
locations, which is the common mechanism in continuous
and Ge-diluted films [9]. Actually, for large Ge coverages,
the islands reach some critical volume, and plastic relaxa-
tion occurs in any case. Then, the island growth proceeds in
a discontinuous and cyclic way, periodically lowering r
each time a new dislocation is introduced. This phenome-
non was observed by real time transmission electron mi-
croscopy (TEM) in situ [10,11] and deduced from the
atomic force microscopy (AFM) analysis of the ‘‘foot-
prints’’ left by dislocated islands on the Si substrate
[12,13] after selective wet chemical etching of the SiGe
epilayer. The latter approach allows us to determine accu-
rately the critical base size for the introduction of the first
dislocation, but does not tell which was the actual shape
(dome or barn) at the very critical volume. Such an infor-
mation cannot be easily extracted from AFM images be-
fore etching, since the nucleation of the first dislocation is
readily followed by a change in shape to dislocated domes

(superdomes), with a lowering of the aspect ratio [10].
Therefore, it is important to have a quantitative model
relating the base size of a critical island to its shape and
to its average composition.

Because of the linear superposition of the elastic field of
the dislocation to the inhomogeneous strain distribution in
the coherent island, the critical volume is determined by
equating the energy cost for introducing one dislocation
Ecost (i.e., the distortion energy produced by the dislocation
itself in a fully relaxed island) to the energy gain produced
by the dislocation in a strained island Egain (i.e., the inter-
action energy between the inhomogeneous misfit stress in
the island and the strain field of the dislocation itself ). In
the last ten years, only a few authors attempted the pre-
diction of the critical size for heteroepitaxial islands, with
different approximations to the scheme above, unfortu-
nately in two dimensions [14] or simplified island shape
[15].

In this Letter we propose a three-dimensional model that
fully takes into account both the position-dependent Egain

via a finite element method (FEM) calculation and analytic
Ecost at that precise location, for realistic dome and barn
shapes, at any size and composition.

Figure 1(a) shows the actual dome geometry used in our
FEM calculation, with typical f15 3 23g, f113g, f105g, and
f001g facets [2]. In Fig. 2(a) we display the barn geometry
that we have considered. It is constructed following the
experimentally observed shape [4]: the facets are f111g,
f20 4 23g, f113g, f15 3 23g, f105g, and f001g. In the figure,
the x and y axes are oriented in the ��110�, [110] crystallo-
graphic directions, respectively, and the origin of the co-
ordinates is placed at the base center. In Figs. 1(b) and 2(b)
we report the FEM predictions of the stress component �xx
for pure-Ge domes and barns, respectively, as calculated at
the cross section located at y � 0. We see that the higher
aspect ratio of the latter accounts for a larger stress release.

According to Ref. [16], Egain can be obtained using the
Peach-Koeler force [17] describing the interaction between
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a dislocation of Burgers vector ~b (b � 0:38 nm for Si and
0.39 nm for Ge) and dislocation line ~l with the existing
elastic stress tensor �̂: ~F � ~b � �̂� ~l.

Typical dislocations in zinc blende structures (60 degrees
in type [17]) run along the f110g directions with ~b � a

2 �

h011i. Therefore, we place the dislocation line ~l parallel to
the y axis. Consequently, the work performed to place a
misfit dislocation line in any position (x0, z0) of the island
is
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where h	x0; z0
 is the distance of the (x0, z0) position from
the free surface along z, l	x0; z
 is the dislocation line
length along y, which depends on z in a different way for
domes and barns. As usual, bx, bz are the components of
the Burgers vector in the ��110� and in the [001] direc-
tions, respectively. The integral of the Peach-Koeler force
is path independent, if the stress field is calculated at the
equilibrium, so that it is possible to calculate it along a

straight vertical path, from the surface to each location in
the system.

In Figs. 1(c) and 2(c) we report a color-scale mapping of
the relative Egain	x; z
 for domes and barns, which is valid
for any size and average composition. For both shapes the
largest energy gain (about 14 eV=nm for a Ge-pure dome)
is obtained at (x0, 0), i.e., at a distance from the island edge
of 0:3d (d is the width of the island base). The left side of
the islands in Figs. 1 and 2 is the preferential site for
Burgers vector along [011], whereas it is symmetrically
placed on the right side for the Burgers vector oriented
along �0�11�. Our prediction agrees with the one of Spencer
and Tersoff [16] for the case of an infinitely elongated
island along y, and does not change significantly if Ecost

is added to Egain.
The classical elasticity theory for continuous flat films

provides an analytical expression for the energy cost as the
one stored in a cylinder around a dislocation line of length l
and radius R as large as the film thickness or half the
distance between two parallel dislocations [9]. By disre-
garding the contributions arising from the terminations of
the dislocation line at the island base perimeter, we just
remain with the problem of estimating the atomistic con-
tribution of the dislocation core (bond-breaking originated)
and the one of selecting an effective �R, suitable for the
island geometry.

According to Refs. [15,17] and to a very recent calcu-
lation for SiGe alloys [18], we include the former in the
analytical expression for the elastic energy, which gives

FIG. 2 (color online). The same as Fig. 2 for the barn shape.

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) 3D view of the dome-shaped island
used for the FEM calculations. (b) Cross section of the �XX 3D
map taken perpendicular to the [110] direction in the case of a
Ge-pure dome. (c) Color map of the relative energy gain, so that
the map is self-similar with volume and composition.
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where � is the shear modulus and � is the Poisson ratio. R
is taken, as successfully proposed in [15], to be the geo-
metric average of the distances of the dislocation line from
the base edge and the free surface above, as calculated in
the middle cross section of the island, where they take the
maximum value for any y. Such apparently rough approxi-
mation does not affect critically the estimation of Ecost,
since for island base sizes of our interest, i.e., 50–150 nm,
R=b in the optimised position for Egain varies between 40
and 100, respectively. Therefore, even increasing R by
50% in Eq. (2), gives rise to a variation in Ecost between
9% and 7%, corresponding to a modification in the critical
base by 14% at maximum. We obtain the critical island size
at fixed average composition (i.e., average misfit in the
FEM approach) by numerically computing the energy gain
and analytically estimating the energy cost for different
island dimensions and dislocation positions along the is-
land base, and determining the volume at which it exists a
dislocation position in which they are equal. This proce-
dure is iterated for any homogeneous distribution of the Ge
content for domes and barns, from 20% up to 70%, every
10%. Realistic inhomogeneous Ge distributions have been
also checked to provide variations in the critical base size
of less than 3% for 70% Ge average composition, in the
case of two dimensional ridges with a dome cross section,
investigated by a full FEM calculation including the dis-
location field (still in progress, see [19]).

In order to experimentally estimate the critical size for
the first dislocation nucleation as a function of island
composition we deposit 15 monolayers of Ge on Si(001),
at temperatures between 620 and 800 �C using solid source
MBE. Coherent islands with barn shape and large dislo-
cated islands are observed in the whole temperature range.
The SiGe material is then removed by selective wet chemi-
cal etching following the procedure described in Ref. [13].
This enables us to study by AFM the tree-ring structure left
by islands on the Si substrate during the cyclic growth
(insets in Fig. 3). The central Si plateau can be interpreted
as the original island base prior to introduction of the first
dislocation. Its size can thus be taken as a measure of the
critical diameter d for dislocation introduction, at a given
temperature [inset of Fig. 3(c)]. The statistical analysis of
the critical plateau size d obtained from extensive mea-
surements on samples grown at four different temperatures
is shown in Fig. 3 along with representative AFM images.
The average Ge content of islands grown at different
temperatures is determined by measuring the total volume
of material per unit area from the AFM images and com-
paring it with the nominally deposited Ge amount [13].

In Fig. 4 we report d averaged over more than hundred
islands (full circles) as a function of the average Ge content

(depending on the growth temperature). The vertical error
bar is the root mean square value of the distribution of d.
The error bar on the composition is due to uncertainties on
the amount of Ge contained in the WL (assumed to vary
between 1 and 3 ML) and in the discrimination between
island and substrate material. Uncertainties in the amount
of deposited Ge are smaller than the above quoted errors
and are not included. Because of AFM tip convolution
effects [whose relevance increases with decreasing island
size (increasing Ge content)], the average compositions
extracted from AFM are likely to be slightly underesti-

FIG. 3. Statistical analysis of the critical size for islands ob-
tained by depositing 15 ML Ge on Si(001) substrates at 620 (a),
700 (b), 740 (c), and 800 �C (d). The critical size d is assumed to
be equal to the width of the central plateau of the tree-ring
structure buried below SiGe superdomes and revealed by selec-
tive removal of the SiGe epilayer (see AFM insets). AFM images
taken prior to selective etching show that coherent islands have
the shape of barns for all the employed substrate temperatures.
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mated. We therefore added in the plot also the composition
values obtained by independent X-ray diffraction measure-
ments (open circles as taken from Ref. [7]) performed on
samples grown at the same temperatures. Model predic-
tions for domes, with aspect ratio 0.2, and barns, with
aspect ratio 0.3, are displayed as dashed and continuous
lines, respectively.

In spite of the uncertainties in the measurements, espe-
cially for what concerns the average composition values,
we observe a better overall agreement between the experi-
mental values for the average critical plateau size at differ-
ent temperatures (full and open circles in Fig. 4) and the
model prediction for the barn case (continuous line in
Fig. 4), rather than for the dome case (dashed line in
Fig. 4). We therefore conclude that, at growth temperatures
between 620 and 800 �C, where the barns are observed,
they are likely to represent the ultimate coherent island
shape in the morphological evolution during deposition,
when plastic relaxation sets in.

More than that, an important result of our analysis is that
the critical size, as calculated on purely thermodynamic
grounds, fits to the same extent the experimental data at
high temperatures and the ones at low temperatures. This
indicates the nucleation of the first dislocation in the island
not to be delayed by activation energies larger than�kT at
620 �C, at variance to the common behavior in overcritical
flat films [9]. This issue is in agreement to what found by
Tillman and Förster [15] for In0:6Ga0:4As islands on GaAs,
still at much smaller critical bases and one growth tem-
perature, suggesting it to be a general property of the three-
dimensional island morphology.

It is likely [9] that the highly inhomogeneous distribu-
tion of the stress components in the island, exceeding some
GPa close to the island edges [see Figs. 1(b) and 2(b)],
provides a homogeneous nucleation mechanism of the
dislocation right at the substrate interface, at variance to
the case of the flat film, where the loop is activated at

surface defects and glides subsequently towards the inter-
face. It is not possible, at present, to calculate correctly the
corresponding activation barrier, still by considering the
mapping of Egain in Figs. 1(c) and 2(c), it appears to be
more convenient to inject a dislocation segment from the
left side of the island, rather than from the top, since Ecost,
calculated on purely geometric grounds in a fully relaxed
island, is nearly the same.
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FIG. 4. Comparison between experimental data and model
predictions of the island base size. The latter has been calculated
for different Ge contents, both for dome-shaped islands (dashed
line) and for barn-shaped ones (solid line). AFM values (full
circles) at different temperatures (i.e., Ge contents) have been
reported, along with independent measurements of the Ge con-
tent by x-ray scattering (open circles).
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